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Abstract

Context: Code review is a valuable software process that helps software practitioners to identify a variety of
defects in code. Even though many code review tools and static analysis tools used to improve the efficiency
of the process exist, code review is still costly.
Objective: Understanding the types of defects that code reviews help to identify could reveal other means
of cost improvement. Thus, our goal was to identify defect types detected in real-world code reviews, and
the extent to which code review can be benefited from defect detection tools.
Method: To this end, we classified 417 comments from code reviews of 7 OSS Java projects using thematic
analysis.
Results: We identified 116 defect types that we grouped into 15 groups to create a defect classification.
Additionally, 38% of these defects could be automatically detected accurately.
Conclusion: We learnt that even though many capable defect detection tools are available today, a sub-
stantial amount of defects that can be detected automatically, reach code review. Also, we identified several
code review cost reduction opportunities.

Keywords: code review, code inspection, concerns, types, defects, decisions, manual classification,
detection method, detection expertise, non-programmers

1. Introduction

Code review, where code contributions of a soft-
ware practitioner are evaluated by other members
of the team, is a common practice in software
teams [1, 2, 3]. This practice brings significant ad-
vantages such as improved code quality and knowl-
edge sharing [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. During code review,
reviewers may identify functional issues with the
code, suggest changes to the design, check for ad-
herence to coding conventions, suggest alternate
implementations, or simply provide praise [1]. De-
spite its popularity, a common complaint is the cost
of performing code review, in particular the time it
takes [1, 8, 9, 10, 11]. To this end, tools have been
proposed that automatically provide reviewers the
information they need [12], enable effective collab-
oration [13, 14, 15, 16], and detect defects using
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static analysis [17, 18, 19, 20]. Static analysis tools
would typically be run prior to the code review so
reviewers can focus on identifying more complex po-
tential issues during code review. Despite the wide
availability of such tools, developers have reported
low adoption of these tools due to false positives
and other barriers [21, 22] and complaints are still
being made on the cost of code review [11].

Our goal is to further reduce the cost of code re-
view without compromising its reliability. To this
end, code review cost reduction opportunities could
be identified through examination of defect types
usually identified during code reviews. By under-
standing which defects are common, we may tailor
cost-reduction approaches to such defects. Previ-
ous work has investigated defects identified during
code reviews [23, 24, 25, 8, 26, 18, 27]. Several clas-
sifications of code review findings and changes have
been proposed (e.g., [27] [24]). However, the current
classifications are not fine-grained enough to enable
identification of all automation opportunities.

For example, the comment “seems like these need
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some javadocs” extracted from CROP [28] refers to
a set of missing Javadocs. This can be automati-
cally detected by performing a text search to see if
all methods include a Javadoc each. The comment
“Javadoc? It looks like there’s just enough here to
pass checkstyle?”, also from CROP [28] refers to
missing Javadoc information. To determine that
Javadoc lacks information, an understanding of the
what the Javadoc is stating and an understanding
of the related code and its purpose are essential.
Thus, the detection of such concerns cannot be au-
tomated. However, both these defects fall into the
same “Comments” class in the most fine-grained
classification existing currently, CRAM [27]. This
means that CRAM does not differentiate the de-
tection automate-ability of defects. Thus, existing
classifications do not provide an easy way to iden-
tify all code review cost reduction opportunities.

In this study, we develop a fine-grained classifica-
tion for defects reported in code review comments
with the goal of identifying automation opportu-
nities. In addition, we examine which code review
defects could have been automatically identified us-
ing popular existing tools to better understand the
adoption of existing automation techniques. We fo-
cus on all potential problems with the code identi-
fied in code review comments that may or may not
be actual defects because our goal is to understand
the entire effort involved in code review, not just
the comments that lead to code changes. Thus, in
the remainder of this paper, we will refer to these
potential problems as concerns.

Our study was guided by the following research
questions:

RQ1: What types of concerns are identified in
real-world code reviews?
RQ2: To what extent could the concerns iden-
tified during code review be automatically and
accurately identified?

The “accurately” in RQ2 refers to detecting a
concern without producing false positives and false
negatives. We use “accurately” with the same
meaning throughout the article.

We extracted and classified 417 comments from
a subset of code review discussions of 7 open-source
projects obtained from CROP [28], using thematic
analysis [29]. The main contribution of this study
is a detailed code review concern classification (see
Figure 5) consisting of 116 concern types that are
grouped into 15 concern groups.

To understand which of the code review concerns
could have been identified using existing automated
tools, we considered five popular static analysis
tools and tested whether or not they could have
automatically identified the concerns described in
the code review comments. Our results suggest
that many concerns (22%) could have been identi-
fied using existing automated tools, showing there
is significant potential to reduce the effort of code
review through better adoption of tools. The de-
tection of another 16% of concerns were not sup-
ported by the tools we studied but also could have
been automated accurately as new heuristics could
be easily defined to enable their detection. In our
discussion, we reflect on the types of concerns that
are identified during code review and suggest future
research avenues to improve the cost of code review
including both automation and other ways.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: We describe the related work in Section 2.
Section 3 describes our methodology and the re-
search questions. Section 4 presents the results.
Section 5 discusses the implications of our results,
future research directions, and the threats to valid-
ity. Finally, Section 6 offers a brief conclusion.

2. Related Work

2.1. Modern Code Review

Modern code review (MCR) is a light-weight,
tool-assisted, and asynchronous review process
where code written by a developer is read through
and evaluated by other team members [8, 1, 2, 3].
MCR tools highlight the differences between two
versions of code and provide collaboration fea-
tures. Popular MCR tools include Gerrit Code
Review [13], Collaborator [14], Crucible [15], and
Github Code Review [16].

The use of static analysis tools to reduce code
review effort and increase code review quality has
also been explored both in research and prac-
tice [17, 18, 19, 20]. There is a wide range of
static analysis tools available (Eg: SonarQube [30],
Checkstyle [31], FindBugsTM [32], PMD [33], In-
telliJ IDEA Code Inpection [34]) and they have a
wide range of capabilities. Static analysis tools can
either fully or partially automate the detection of
defects, prior to code review. The extent to which
the detection can be automated and the accuracy
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of detection, however, depends on the nature of the
defect being detected.

A defect that can be well-defined, such as “trail-
ing white-spaces” (unwanted whitespaces at the end
of code statements) can be detected accurately us-
ing static analysis tools. False positives and false
negatives are not produced in such cases. For ex-
ample Checkstyle can detect trailing whitespaces
using its “NoWhitespaceAfter” rule [35] which sim-
ply looks for the presence of a whitespace at the
end of each code line. Thus, the detection of such
defects can be fully automated.

Defects inherently manual to assess [36], such
as “non-self-explanatory identifier names”, do not
have objective definitions, and cannot be accurately
detected by tools; a tool can only detect a set of
potentially bad identifier names, check an identi-
fier name against a regular expression (class names
should comply with a naming convention (Sonar-
Qube) [30], Type name(Checkstyle) [37], Class
naming convention(IntelliJ) [38]), and recommend
potentially better alternatives [39, 40, 41] but a hu-
man (i.e. the reviewer) must make the decision of
whether the identifier name is bad enough to raise
the concern. The detection of such defects can only
be partially automated as described above.

Thus, it is impossible to completely remove hu-
man intervention in code review. However, human
intervention can be reduced by identifying the con-
cerns that can be fully detected using static analysis
tools and giving the responsibility of such concerns
to static analysis tools rather than reviewers. One
of our attempts is to identify those defects and un-
derstand the role of automation in code reviews to
pave the path to reducing code review cost.

2.2. The Modern Code Review Process

Here, we describe a typical modern code review
process. A review starts when a developer modifies
the original codebase in the repository and submits
a new patch in the form of a commit. This person
is typically called the author of the code. Next, one
or more other developers of the project will review
the submitted source code and provide feedback
in the form of comments. These developers are
the reviewers. Then, the author will modify the
current revision of the patch if required, according
to the review feedback and submit the improved
code as a new revision. There may be multiple
iterations of this step. If agreed, the proposed
revision is merged into the code base. If rejected,
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Figure 1: A typical modern code review process (adapted
from Paixao et al. [28])

the revision is abandoned.

2.3. Defect Classifications

There are several existing code review defect clas-
sifications: Beller et al. [42], Runeson et al. [26],
Bacchelli et al. [8], Lei et al. [25], Siy et al. [23],
Mäntylä and Lassenius [24], and Panichella and Za-
ugg [27]. The two main goals of these classifica-
tions are to identify the value of code review and
tool needs of reviewers. All of these studies cat-
egorize code review defects into broad categories,
Panichella and Zaug’s Code Review chAnges Model
(CRAM) having the most fine-grained categories
among the classifications. One of the lowest level
categories of CRAM is “Comments”, defined as
“Explanations of complex code fragments, classes,
methods. Issues include wrongly placed comments,
missing comments, missing or wrong Javadoc, etc.”.

The categories of these classifications do not pro-
vide a way to identify fine-grained automation op-
portunities, but only high-level tool needs. For ex-
ample, a documentation comment that is unneces-
sarily placed on a private method can be detected
by a simple text search and this opportunity for
using automation cannot be identified by looking
at the categories of CRAM or any other existing
classification due to their high level of abstraction.
Therefore, our classification was designed to carry
concern categories that are further fine-grained so
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Figure 2: Methodology

that automation opportunities can be conveniently
identified. Since CRAM is the most detailed classi-
fication existing, we compared our classification to
CRAM in detail in section 5.4.

There are many other manual defect classifica-
tions available [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51,
52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. They extract defects
from various resources such as test reports and cus-
tomer feedback reports [53]. None of these classifi-
cations extract defects from code review data and
thus do not qualify to answer our research ques-
tions. There are also many automatic defect clas-
sification methods that make defect classification
efficient. They either use an existing classification
such as ODC [59, 60], classify defects broadly as
bug or other request [61, 62], or create their own
classification [63, 64, 65]. Similar to the manual
defects classifications we discussed before, none of
these classifications either provide fine-grained de-
fect details or classify defects based on their detec-
tion automate-ability.

Thus, the classification we created is the first of
its kind. To properly encode data and to not be bi-
ased by the existing classifications, we designed our
concern classification by applying thematic analysis
to code review data instead of building on existing
classifications.

There are several uses to the concern classifica-
tion we created. It can be used as a reference to
create organizational standards and checklists for
future code reviews. Also, the classification pro-
vides a new way of viewing the code under review if
rigorousness of the review is a goal: While review-
ing code for all aspects of code can be overwhelm-
ing, considering a single concern group at a time
modularizes and simplifies the code review process.
Additionally, the classification we produced is the
only existing classification of its kind that can po-
tentially help to reduce code review cost effectively.

3. Methodology

This section describes the methodology we fol-
lowed in our study. Fig.2 illustrates this process.

3.1. Research Questions

The focus of this study is to identify the types
of concerns raised during MCRs and the part that
existing static analysis tools can play in detecting
concerns to identify code review cost reduction
opportunities. Our research questions are inspired
by this focus:

RQ1: What types of concerns are identified in
real-world code reviews?
RQ2: To what extent could the concerns iden-
tified during code review be automatically and
accurately identified?

3.2. Data Set

A formally published open-source data set of code
review data intended for software engineering re-
searchers and practitioners, “Code Review Open
Platform (CROP)” was used for this study [28].
This data set contains data coming from the Ger-
rit Code Review and thus, review comments are
available in both file-level and code line-level. This
study analysed only the Java projects from CROP,
which includes 7 of its 11 technical projects. Also,
we analyzed code review comments on Java files
only.

Fig.3 illustrates the structure of the CROP data
set. At the highest level, it consists of a set of fold-
ers, each folder corresponding to a single project.
Within each project folder, there is a set of sub-
folders, each corresponding to an entire code review
discussion on a unique patch.
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Figure 3: The Structure of CROP Data Set

A unique patch undergoes one or more concep-
tual revisions as a result of the code review process,
before it is accepted or abandoned. Each revision of
the patch produces a revision review file containing
the author-reviewer communication made on the re-
vision of the patch. Therefore, a single discussion
folder contains one or more revision review files.

A revision review file may or may not contain
code review comments based on the outcome of the
code review performed on its patch revision. A code
review comment is a comment made on a code line
or a file in the patch by the reviewer. It may iden-
tify something that needs to be changed (e.g., a
functional defect), question something that works
as is but could be improved (e.g., a design defect or
non-adherence to code conventions), or suggest al-
ternatives (e.g., a different algorithm). A comment
may also acknowledge a point raised by another re-
viewer, or praise the code being reviewed.

Our interest is in comments that may lead to a
change in the code. As noted in the introduction,
we examine these comments to identify concerns.

The CROP data set has a total of 50,959 code
review discussions and 144,906 revision reviews, ac-
cording to the CROP website [66]. The 7 projects
we selected for this study had 22,859 code review
discussions and 63,051 revision reviews. Table 3.2
summarizes the characteristics of the data available
for these 7 projects in the CROP dataset [28] (pop-

ulation) and the sample we extracted as described
below. The project descriptions were obtained from
Paixao and Maia [67].

3.3. Sampling and Data Extraction

We calculated a sample size that would be repre-
sentative of the concerns in the data set while still
being reasonable for manual analysis. As described
above, not all code review comments are describing
concerns. An initial observation of discussions was
conducted to get an idea of the density of comments
that contain concerns. Only 29 out of 100 randomly
selected comments were reporting concerns. Thus,
it was not possible to calculate the exact popula-
tion size of concerns in our data set. We, therefore,
chose to be conservative and calculated a sample
size for a unknown, large population size. Studies
have shown that as the population increases, to ob-
tain a sample with a confidence level of 95% and a
margin of error of 5%, the sample size increases at
a diminishing rate and remains relatively constant
at 384.16 after a population size of 1,000,000 [68].
Thus, we considered 385 as the target sample size.

 

Line-level Comment 

File-level Comment 

Figure 4: File-level Comment Vs. Line-level Comment and
Revision Review File Content

Our goal was to extract a similar number of con-
cerns from each project to represent them equally.
Thus, from each project, first, a discussion was
randomly selected and concerns were extracted by
manually reading through all revision review files
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Population Sample
Project Description Language

Time span
Number of
discussions

Number of
revisions

Number of
developers

Time span
Number of
discussions

Number of
revisions

Number of
developers

1
Couchbase’s driver

implementation
in Java

Java 01-12 to 11-17 917 2638 35 02-12 to 10-17 40 124 14

2
Low-level API
mostly used by

java-client
Java 04-14 to 11-17 841 2301 18 04-14 to 11-17 45 156 8

3
Building blocks

for user interfaces
in Eclipse

Java 02-13 to 11-17 4756 14118 290 03-13 to 11-17 44 147 31

4
Integration of jgit

into the Eclipse IDE
Java 10-09 to 11-17 5337 13231 184 10-09 to 08-17 34 72 22

5
Java

implementation
of Git

Java 09-09 to 11-17 5384 14043 251 04-10 to 11-17 32 54 21

6
C/C++ IDE for
linux developers

Java 06-12 to 11-17 5105 15337 82 08-12 to 03-17 33 82 16

7
Implementation

of a memory
caching system

Java 05-10 to 07-17 519 1383 36 05-10 to 10-11 42 88 11

Table 1: Population and sample summaries

under the selected discussion. Next, another dis-
cussion was randomly selected and the same ex-
traction process was executed on its revision review
files. This was repeated until at least 55 concerns
(target sample size 385 / Number of projects 7)
were extracted from each project. Since we ex-
tracted all concerns from each randomly selected
discussion, each project had different numbers of
extracted concerns within the range of 56 and 71.

We chose to extract all concerns from a single dis-
cussion, rather than randomly sampling concerns
across each project, to ensure that for each discus-
sion, we captured each type of concern that was
identified by the reviewers i.e. we extracted both
file-level and line-level concerns in each discussion.
Fig.4 shows the structure of a revision review file
and the difference between line and file-level com-
ments.

When a single comment was referring to more
than one concern, the comment was split in a way
that each part of the comment was referring to only
one concern. Then each part of the comment was
labeled independently. There were 22 comments
that we had to split into 2 or more concerns. Simi-
larly, if there were more than one comment referring
to the same concern, they were grouped as a single
comment. There were 9 such concerns.

3.4. Labeling Concerns and Grouping Concern
Types

To answer RQ1, we built a classification of con-
cern types by applying thematic analysis [29] to the
code review data described above. The concerns de-
scribed in code review comments and the associated
code were analyzed to identify the type of concern

and each concern was labeled with a suitable con-
cern type label.

Concern types were then grouped based on com-
mon themes that emerged among them. For exam-
ple, “why dropping public on these? we don’t seem
to do that elsewhere” was labeled “Missing access
modifier”, “Fields that sub-classes might want to
update should be either protected or have protected
setters (protected methods), for example fStatis-
ticsData.” was labeled “Unexpected access modi-
fier”, and both these concerns were grouped under
“Modifiers” because they were both concerns re-
lated to modifiers used in code.

Some concerns were lacking information on their
root cause. In such cases, we assigned them la-
bels with higher-levels of abstraction. For example,
“This will not generate a pom file with the correct
dependencies.” refers to a functional issue in the
code, but does not reveal what causes this issue.
We labeled this concern as “Unexpected logic and
functionality”. These labels together with other
root cause-level labels constitute the lowest layer
of our classification.

We used consistent wording across the labels we
created. “unexpected” was used to mean that the
reviewer observed something different compared to
what they were expecting in the code but it may or
may not be incorrect (e.g., unexpected functional-
ity and logic). “Better <ITEM> exists” was used
to mean that the reviewer felt that the current sub-
ject of interest can be further improved (e.g., bet-
ter design exists). “Unnecessary” was used to mean
that something not required is present in the code
(Eg: Unnecessary modifier). “missing” was used
to mean that a required something is not present
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in the code (Eg: Missing comment). “unconven-
tional” was used to mean that something in the
code is against the project-conventions (Eg: Uncon-
ventional identifier name, Unconventional license
header pattern).

During the labeling process, the first author was
mainly responsible of labeling the concerns. After
100 concerns were labeled and grouped, to ensure
the reliability of the classification, the other two
authors categorized 10 concerns each in 5 rounds
(total 50 comments), into the existing labels created
by the first author or new labels as required. Each
round was followed by a discussion among the three
authors where the labels were changed, updated,
and moved into different groups appropriately.

The concern extraction resulted in 397 concerns.
Once this was completed, additional 20 concerns
(equivalent to 5% of the original sample size) were
extracted by the first author from the data set
and categorized to check for theoretical saturation.
All of these concerns could be categorized into the
existing concern types, suggesting that saturation
may have reached. These concerns were also in-
cluded in the classification bringing the total num-
ber of concerns to 417.

Project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Extracted number
of concerns

60 56 58 61 71 67 56

Unclear concerns 4 2 4 2 1 4 0
Discussions
including concerns

3 9 12 8 2 5 10

Total evaluated
discussions

40 45 44 34 32 33 42

1 = couchbase-java-client, 2 = couchbase-jvm-core,
3 = eclipse.platform.ui, 4 = egit, 5 = jgit, 6 =
org.eclipse.linuxtools, 7 = spymemcached

Table 2: Concern Extraction Summary

Table 3.4 lists the number of concerns extracted
from each project, the number of concerns that were
difficult to understand i.e. unclear concerns, the
number of discussions that included concerns, and
the number of total discussions that were evaluated
in each project. A concern was marked as unclear
if it was concluded to be incomprehensible among
the authors. “Document in exec and connect that
exec is called, then connect. It doesn’t make sense
that this is the behavior, but it is.” is an example
of an unclear concern.

As a final reliability check, each author other
than the first author categorized 15 randomly se-

lected concerns from the 417 categorized concerns,
followed by a discussion. At this stage, there were
no conflicts among the authors regarding the label-
ing and grouping. This gave us the confidence that
the classification was reliable.

3.5. Detection Method Classification

To answer RQ2, we classified each concern based
on whether it can be automatically detected ac-
curately or it must be manually detected by ap-
plying the criteria given in table 3.4. The code
containing each concern was analyzed using five
popular static analysis tools: SonarQube, Check-
style, FindBugsTM, PMD, and IntelliJ IDEA Code
Inspection, and Grammarly to detect grammar-
related issues in API documentation. The tools
were used to check whether the concern could be
detected without producing any false positives or
false negatives. These tools were selected because
they have been used commonly and therefore im-
proved throughout the past decade based on user
feedback.

If these tools could not detect the concern, the
concern was discussed among the authors to de-
cide if accurate automation was currently possible.
For example, “Do you think we should be address-
ing some of this in the class documentation rather
than repeating it next to each method? It feels
a bit repetitive.” referring to identical text blocks
in API documentation comments can be detected
by performing a simple text search in the code for
identical Javadocs. Thus, it should be categorized
as an automatically detected concern even though
the standard rules of the studied tools could not
detect it. The complete list of concerns with their
“detection method” classification, evidence on the
automatability of concern detection, and the ver-
sions of tools studied are available in our supple-
mentary material [69].

This classification of automatically and manually
detected concerns was done in parallel with the con-

Category Definition of Category

Automatically
detected

These concerns can be accurately detected
automatically with existing tools or new heuristics
could be easily defined to enable their detection.
”Accurately” implies that false positives and false
negatives will never be produced during
the detection of the concern. (Eg: Missing braces,
Code lines longer than 80 characters)

Manually
detected

The detection of these concerns cannot be automated
accurately. (Eg: Poor design, Low class cohesion)

Table 3: Automatically Vs. Manually Detected Concerns
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cern type labelling described above to ensure that
the level of detail of the concern type labels was
suitable to differentiate between automatically and
manually detected concerns. Our aim was that for
each concern type label, all concerns with that label
should also share the same automatically or manu-
ally detected label. In nearly all cases, by creating
low-level labels, this was possible. There were nine
of the 116 concern types where it was not desirable
to differentiate between the concerns that could be
automatically detected and those that needed to
be manually detected. For example, “The ID cor-
respond to the package in which this class is embed-
ded.” labeled “Documentation Grammar” could be
automatically detected by Grammarly while “The
list of the traces to add in the tree”, also labeled
“Documentation Grammar” could not be automat-
ically detected using Grammarly [70]. Splitting
such concern types further would have increased
the number of concern types undesirably, and have
made the classification unnecessarily complex.

4. Results

4.1. Concern Types Classification

We identified 116 concern types, which are listed
in Fig.5. The concern type that had the largest dis-
tribution was Trailing whitespace (22/417, 5%).
Trailing whitespace is an unnecessary single space
introduced at the end of the code statements during
code changes. This is different from Unnecessary
whitespace which refers to a whitespace that is not
required, but present within a code statement and
not at the end of the statement.

The next most common concern type was Miss-
ing Documentation Info (16/417, 4%). Many of
the concern types (43% or 50/116) occurred only
once in the sample. The complete descriptions of
each concern type and how each concern was clas-
sified into these concern types is available in our
online supplementary material [69].

These 116 concern types were grouped into 15
concern groups as shown in Fig.5. Table 4.1 lists the
distribution of concern types and concerns within
each concern group. The column, “Number of Con-
cern Types” provides the count and percentage of
concern types under each group. “Number of Con-
cerns” column provides the count and percentage
of individual concerns under each group. Concern
groups are discussed below in the order of most
number of concerns to least number of concerns in
the sample.

concern group
Number of Concern
Types (Total 116)

Number of Concerns
(Total 417)

Count % Count %
API Documentation 12 10.4 68 16.3
Implementation 19 16.4 62 14.9
Appearance 11 9.5 61 14.6
Logic and functionality 15 12.9 59 14.1
Design 16 13.8 31 7.4
Modifiers 6 5.2 25 6.0
Comments 8 6.9 20 4.8
Identifier naming 4 3.4 19 4.6
Errors, warnings,
and logging

7 6 14 3.4

Performance 1 0.9 14 3.4
Header comments 7 6 14 3.4
Annotations 4 3.4 11 2.6
Test cases 3 2.6 10 2.4
Literals 2 1.7 8 1.9
Threads 1 0.9 1 0.2

Table 4: Distribution of Concerns and Concern Types

API Documentation represents concerns re-
lated to a special group of comments, API docu-
mentation comments and contains the most con-
cerns in the sample (68/417 concerns , 16.3%).
“Here the timeout is in milliseconds, but the API
Javadoc suggested seconds. That’s why I wanted
to clarify it.” labeled “Unexpected documentation
info” is an example of a comment that belongs to
this group.

Implementation (62/417 concerns, 14.9%)
reports shortcomings of the current way of
implementation. “My preference is to use
org.eclipse.core.runtime.Platform.getWS() and
getOS()” labeled “Better library use exists” is
an example which suggests that a better library
method call can be used instead of what is cur-
rently used in the implementation to achieve the
same outcome.

Appearance (61/417 concerns, 14.6%) includes
concerns related to the way code looks, such as un-
necessary braces, trailing whitespaces, and incor-
rect indentation. “Style-nit: In JGit we don’t put
curly braces around single line statements.” labeled
“Unnecessary braces” is an example.

Logic and functionality groups concerns re-
lated to logic that cause the functionality to be dif-
ferent from the expected behaviour (59/417 con-
cerns, 14.1%). “This will not generate a pom
file with the correct dependencies.” labeled “Un-
expected logic and functionality” is an example of
such a concern.

Design (31/417 concerns, 7.4%) includes con-
cerns related to the architecture of the software un-
der review. An examples is “I’m pretty sure this
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- Unexpected comment info (Co1) 

- Unexpected TODO comment info (Co2) 

- Insufficient comment info (Co3) 

- Missing comment (Co4) 
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- Missing warning (E3) 
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- Unnecessary logging (E5) 
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- Unexpected copyright author (H2) 

- Missing copyright author (H3) 

- Incomplete license header description (H4) 

- Missing license header (H5) 
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Figure 5: Code Review Concerns Classification

class doesn’t belong here at all. It looks like it’s for
testing??” labeled “Low package cohesion”.

Implementation, Logic and functionality, and
Design-related concerns included both statement-
level concerns (Lo1, D12, Im11) and code block-
level concerns (Lo6, D1, Im13). The block-level
concerns were the complex and larger concerns that
were labeled with a higher-level of abstraction. It
is up to the author to investigate the root causes of
such concerns and correct them.

Modifiers (25/417 concerns, 6.0%) groups con-
cerns related to modifiers used in Java. “Should
this be public? I’m not quite sure what I’d do
with this.” labeled “Unexpected access modifier”
is an example. Modifier-related concerns were ei-
ther access modifier-related (M1, M2), non-access
modifier-related (M6, M7,) or related to both
(M3,M4). “final” and “static” in Java were ex-
amples of non-access modifiers. The concerns re-
lated to both modifier types were regarding the or-
der in which the modifiers were placed with respect
to each other.

Comments (20/417 concerns, 4.8%) group con-
tains concerns related to regular inline comments
that describe the code. “I find this comment pretty
confusing. What is ‘the changes feed’. I know this
isn’t in this commit, but needs to be somewhere.”
refers to an Unclear comment which falls under this
category. Comment-related concerns were either re-
lated to TODO comments (Co2, Co5, Co7) or nor-
mal code comments (Co1, Co3). TODO comments
were in fact code comments that documented parts
of implementation that was yet to be implemented.
Concerns related to TODO comments were much
less (3 concerns) compared to the normal code com-
ments (17 concerns).

Identifier naming (19/417 concerns, 4.6%) in-
cludes concerns related to identifier names such as
“This is a meaningless variable name. I can’t tell
what it is without digging further.” that was labeled
“Non-self-explanatory identifier name”.

Errors, warnings, and logging (14/417 con-
cerns, 3.4%) includes concerns related to either er-
rors, warnings or logging i.e. concerns related to
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the error communication of a program. “I realize
this isn’t a new change, but we shouldn’t be calling
e.printStackTrace anywhere.” labeled “printStack-
Trace call” is an example of a concern that belongs
to this group.

Performance (14/417, 3.4%) represents
performance-related concerns of program code.
“This one is likely to be a lot more expensive.” is
an example. Additionally, this is one of the groups
that contain the least variety of concern types: just
1 concern type labeled “Poorly-performing logic”.

Header comments (14/417, 3.4%) was another
group that demanded a separate concern group due
to the variety of header comment-related concern
types we found in the sample. “Comma here too
;)” referring to a header comment typo is an ex-
ample. Observing several random files of the data
set showed that header comments are written us-
ing either Javadoc notation or a regular comment
notation in practice.

Annotations (11/417 concerns, 2.6%) repre-
sents annotation-related concerns. “We should add
@noimplement” labeled “Missing annotation” is an
example of a concern that is annotation-related.
This concern group is language specific and may
not be applicable to a language other than Java.

Test cases (10/417 concerns, 2.4%) contain con-
cerns related to test cases used to test the soft-
ware. “also assertFalse(second.hasSubscribers())”
referring to a Missing test case is an example of a
test case-related concern.

Literals (8/417 concerns, 1.9%) contain con-
cerns related to literals used in code. An example
of Literal-related concern is “maybe extract as a
constant?” referring to a Magic number.

Threads (1/417 concerns, 0.2%) included only
1 concern, thus only 1 concern type: Thread not
joined (“Looks good. But there is another issue in
GitRepositoriesViewRemoteHandlingTest. Check-
out job needs to be joined.”).

4.2. Manually Vs. Automatically Detected Con-
cerns

We defined “automatically detected concerns” as
concerns of which the detection can be automated
accurately. The remaining concerns were catego-
rized as “manually detected concerns”. In Fig.5
automatically detected concerns are marked in ital-
ics while manually detected concerns are marked in
bold.

From the 417 concerns, the detection of 22% con-
cerns were supported by the tools we studied and

another 16% (36/417 concerns) were not supported
by the tools we studied but could be detected au-
tomatically and accurately by defining new heuris-
tics easily. Thus, a total of 38% (157/417) con-
cerns were categorized under “automatically de-
tected concerns” and the remaining 62% (260/417)
of concerns were categorized under “manually de-
tected concerns”. Out of the 116 concern types,
32% (37/116) of the concern types were categorized
under automatically detected concerns only, 60%
(70/116) of the types under manually detected con-
cerns only, and 8% (9/116) contained both types
of concerns (fig.5). The concern types that in-
cluded both automatically and manually detected
concerns were Unnecessary annotation, Missing er-
ror, Missing logging, Code duplication, Documenta-
tion grammar, Documentation typo, Missing Doc-
umentation info, Unnecessary Documentation info,
and Missing modifier.

An example of an automatically detected con-
cern is “missing braces” of a control structure which
can occur in Java when it is project’s convention
to use mandatory braces marking control structure
bodies, but the developer decided not to use braces
because the control structure body was only a sin-
gle code line (Java allows this). Many tools pro-
vide checks to enforce control structure braces (Eg:
SonarQube - Control structures should use curly
braces [30], Checkstyle - NeedBraces [71], PMD -
ControlStatementBraces [72], IntelliJ - Control flow
statement without braces [73]) and can automati-
cally detect such cases without producing any false
positives or negatives.

Fig.6.a illustrates the distribution of automati-
cally detected concerns among the concern groups.
From the 157 automatically detected concerns,
the majority of concerns belonged to Appearance
(61/157 concerns, 39%). “Trailing whitespace” was
the most common (22/157 concerns, 14%) concern
type among automatically detected concerns. The
lowest distribution of automatically detected con-
cerns was under Annotations group (1/157, 0.6%).
The only Annotations-related, automatically de-
tected concern was “This is a test plugin, NLS
warnings are not enabled, so these annotations are
not needed.” labeled “Unnecessary annotation”.

An example of a manually detected concern
is “I think we should find a different name for
this, because an unsubscribe could be because of
a timeout but may also be for different reasons.
What about something like isActive()? if unsub-
scribed then its just not active and can be dropped
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Figure 6: High-level categorization of concerns - Detection Method

for various reasons.” labeled “Non-self-explanatory
identifier name”. Even though existing technol-
ogy can be used to identify potentially bad iden-
tifier names [39], whether the identifier name is
bad enough to raise the concern depends on the
reviewer.

Fig.6.b illustrates the distribution of manually
detected concerns among concern groups. From
the 260 manually detected concerns, the highest
distributed was related to Logic and functionality
(57/260, 22%), and the lowest was Threads and
Header comments-related concerns (1/260, 0.4%).
The only manually detected, Header comment-
related concern was “We generally assign copyright
to either the author or employer, depending on
what is most appropriate. don’t attribute copy-
right to Eclipse Egit Team, instead use your name
and email or your company” labeled “Unexpected
copyright author”.

5. Discussion

5.1. RQ1: Concerns Identified in Real-world Code
Reviews

The study revealed 116 concern types identified
in real-world code reviews and 15 concern groups
that they could be grouped into. Fig.5 is an
overview of the concern types that were present in
the sample. The API Documentation group con-
tained the most number of concerns (68/417 con-
cerns, 16.3%). The least concerns were observed
in the Threads group (1/417, 0.2%). Implementa-
tion group contained the highest number of concern
types (19/116 concern types, 16.4%). The least va-
riety (1/116, 0.9%) of concern types was in Per-
formance (“Poorly performing logic”) and Threads

(“Thread not joined”). The most common con-
cern type in the sample was “Trailing whitespace”,
present 22 times (22/417, 5%). 43% (50/116 con-
cern types) of the concern types were present only
once in the sample.

We did not find any security-related concerns in
the sample. Several possible reasons behind this are
explained in the literature. The diversity of the se-
curity issues is overwhelming for general developers
and the lack of effectiveness of the security assur-
ance tools is a challenge and thus it usually leads to
security review avoidance or bringing in expensive
external resources to the organization. Also, the
lack of expertise and security being a non-functional
requirement adds to its invisibility during code re-
views. [74, 75, 76]. There are many existing static
analysis tools that are designed to support security
defect detection [77, 78, 79, 80, 3]. However, due
to barriers like usability problems, these tools are
not well-adopted [81]. The lack of usable and use-
ful security tools was reflected in a survey where
most programmers ideally wanted to see security
warnings on static analysis tools [82].

We found only one concern related to multi-
threaded programming: Thread not joined. The
presence of this one concern shows that at least
one of the projects is making use of multi-threaded
programming. The rarity of concurrency con-
cerns in the sample could be due to the nature
of the projects, the nature of the considered sam-
ple, or the complexity of concurrency program-
ming compared to sequential programming. A
study at Microsoft has shown that Concurrency
bugs take on average several days to detect, repro-
duce, debug and fix [83]. There are many forms
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of support to help concurrency bugs detection in
code [84, 85, 86, 87, 88]. However, their spurious
results and effectiveness still need to be improved
further [89].

Some of the concern types discovered made it
apparent that coding conventions can be different
from project to project. For example, the two in-
verse conventions “unnecessary braces” (in project
“Jgit”) stating that braces should not be used
in control structures with single statement bod-
ies and “missing braces” (in project “Egit”) that
mandates to always use braces in control struc-
tures were discovered in the sample implying dif-
ferences of project-level conventions. “unneces-
sary braces” also shows that sometimes project
conventions can be contrasting to the generally
accepted standards (Oracle Java Coding Conven-
tions [90]). Header comments is another element
that we observed differences of. While some pro-
grammers used Javadoc notation for header com-
ments, some used regular comments. There are nu-
merous language-specific [90] as well as general [91]
coding conventions created by different authors, or-
ganizations, and projects [92]. Due to their ob-
jective nature, most coding conventions are well-
supported by existing tools, compared to security
and concurrency bugs [93, 71, 94].

The experience of producing this classification
disclosed that diff tools (code review tools) partially
automate the detection of two of the simplest con-
cern types, unnecessary trailing white spaces and
blank lines, as a side-effect. The introduction of
the two concern types could be due to the specific
development tools or their configurations used in
the considered projects. Since the diff view of code
review tools highlights newly added blank spaces in
red, it is convenient for the reviewers to spot them.
Otherwise, the usual goals of code review tools are
to support review information management and col-
laboration [16, 13].

Additionally, we discovered two forms of subjec-
tivity related to code review decisions. Concern
types such as “Nesting too deep” and “Long code
line” contain a subjective component that depends
on project conventions i.e. project subjectivity. For
example, the maximum depth of nesting allowed
would be based on the project conventions and may
differ from project to project. The other form is
the reviewer subjectivity that has an effect on the
identification of concern types such as “Non-self-
explanatory identifier name”. The meaningfulness
and suitability of an identifier name and the re-

quirement to improve an identifier name quality de-
pends on the reviewer’s perspective and may differ
from reviewer to reviewer. The presence of these
two forms of subjectivity is a major barrier for effec-
tively reducing code review cost using static analy-
sis tools.

5.2. RQ2: Code Review Automation

The results showed that MCR identifies more
than concerns that are inherently manual to as-
sess. A substantial number of concerns (157/417
concerns, 38%) and concern types (46/116 concern
types, 40%) could be detected automatically with-
out producing any false positives or false negatives.
Attempting to capture these concerns by consis-
tently using defect detection tools prior to code
review would reduce the code review cost consid-
erably.

Of the 38% of concerns that can be automati-
cally detected, 22% are supported by the popular
tools we studied, and 16% concerns were not sup-
ported by those tools but could be accurately de-
tected automatically by defining new rules. The
latter type of concerns are often concerns that are
project-specific as general rules of the tools cannot
detect them. “We need to clean up the logging.
Some is JDK logging, some is spy logging.” is an
example.

Many existing tools allow teams to create qual-
ity profiles, which could be used to handle project-
specific rules [95]. Software teams could create
project-specific custom rules and add them to a
profile at the tool configuration stage. Then, the
quality profile can be assigned to a project, so that
those rules will run only against that particular
project. Software teams can create such a profile
for each project they work on. We believe that hav-
ing custom rules can standardize the project con-
ventions further and ensure consistency throughout
the project. Quality profiles may help to manage
the resulting large number of custom rules. Future
work can investigate this further.

The automatically detected concerns in our clas-
sification do not include concerns that can be par-
tially detected using existing tools because such
concerns cause false positives and false negatives
in static analysis tool results and therefore result
in low adoption of static analysis tools [96, 18, 97].
The low adoption of static analysis tools lead to
manual defect detection which is a barrier to re-
ducing the code review cost. By improving existing
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static analysis tools further (to minimize false pos-
itives and other barriers), we believe that the cost
of code review can be further reduced. However,
for now, we recommend using tools only for those
concerns that can be identified accurately. Partial
automation and manual code review should be com-
pared in future to determine which is more cost ef-
fective.

To provide tool recommendations, we looked at
the number of concern types that each tool could
support from the concern types we identified. In-
telliJ IDEA Code Inspection detected the highest
number of concern types (16) accurately. Gram-
marly detected the 2 concerns that it is designed to
detect: API Documentation Typo and API Docu-
mentation Grammar, when the Javadocs were ex-
tracted and tested on it. SonarQube, Checkstyle,
PMD, and FindBugsTM supported 15, 14, 10, and
one concern types respectively. However, this does
not mean that one tool has more features than the
other.

For example, we observed that FindBugsTM sup-
ported many complex design-related checks but
false positives and false negatives were inevitable
in such cases. Thus, they were not counted as au-
tomatically detected concerns. An example is “Re-
turn value of method without side effect is ignored”
rule supported by FindBugsTM [98]. Such checks
can be called “partial automation” because human
intervention is still required to make the final deci-
sion on whether a concern is present or not.

5.3. Opportunities for Reducing Code Review Cost

Conducting this study helped us identify several
opportunities for reducing the code review cost.

5.3.1. Automatically detected concerns

Automatically detected concerns evidently still
reach code review sessions. Consistent and thor-
ough use of existing defect detection tools prior to
code reviews can help prevent this, reducing the
code review cost by a substantial amount (22%
concerns of the considered sample). Another 16%
concerns were not supported by the popular tools
we studied, but their detection could be automated
accurately. Using new custom rules together with
the standard rules of existing tools, and using these
tools consistently and thoroughly, code review cost
can be reduced. We have identified the concerns
that can be automatically detected i.e. the oppor-
tunities where human effort and resultant cost can
be prevented (Concern types in italics in fig.5).

5.3.2. Partially Automated Concerns

There are still many concerns identified in code
reviews that can be partially detected by existing
defect detection tools. These are currently catego-
rized under “manually-detected concerns”. We are
expecting to differentiate these from fully manually
detected concerns in our future studies so that hu-
man effort required in such cases also can be mini-
mized. Additionally, investigating the effect of par-
tial automation on code review cost is an interesting
future research avenue.

5.3.3. Functional Concerns

From the sample, 26% concerns were functional
concerns. Some of them may have been de-
tected comparatively inexpensively by having a
high-quality test suite instead of putting code re-
view effort into the task. An example of such a
concern is “what if the ICommitMessageProvider
returns null? ...” that could be detected by hav-
ing a test case that invokes the related code with
ICommitMessageProvider being null.

5.3.4. Code Review and Expertise

Category Definition of Category

No
programming
expertise

These concerns can be detected with no programming
expertise or training of any kind. The review
instructions and the source code representation may
have to be modified to support non-programmers.
(Eg: “Detect grammatical mistakes in the following
documentation texts extracted from a software system.”)

No
programming
expertise
with training

These concerns can be detected with no programming
expertise, but requires training on other concepts
related to the concern. The review instructions and
the source code representation may have to be modified
to support non-programmers (Eg: “Detect low-quality
error messages from the following list of error messages
extracted from a software system” will instruct the
reviewer to detect low-quality error messages such as
“Something went wrong!”. The reviewer needs
training on what a low-quality error message is.)

Programming
expertise

These concerns require programming expertise and the
original source code to be detected. (Eg: Logical and
functional concerns, Design-related concerns)

Table 5: Detection Expertise Categories

Code review cost (time and effort) has been a
persistent problem in code review [99, 100, 101,
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 10, 110,
111, 2, 112]. Many researchers have attempted to
solve this problem by suggesting different guide-
lines [113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121,
122, 123, 97, 124]. Several common measures are
suggested in these guidelines: determining review-
ers based on the available human resources rather
than fixing the number of reviewers by process, pro-
moting tool usage, and not having review meetings
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or having them only when required. All these mea-
sures achieve cost reductions by ultimately reduc-
ing the number of programmers that have to be
involved in the review process. On the contrary, we
suggest, reducing the amount of money spent on
human resources or in other words, recruiting less
expensive human resources (i.e., non-programmers)
may help to reduce the code review cost.

The domain-specific expertise and technological-
expertise are two major factors considered in mod-
ern reviewer recommendation systems because of
their effect on the code review quality [125, 126,
127, 128, 129, 130, 122]. Thus, it is common for
domain and technological experts to review code
in practice. However, sometimes, the code review
decision is as simple as spotting a meaningless vari-
able name such as “objRef” and thus might be
able to be identified by a non-programmer as well.
By delegating such simple code review tasks that
are usually considered as nitpicking by develop-
ers to non-programmers who are less expensive,
the code review cost can be further reduced. In
fact, at Microsoft, a preliminary “code improve-
ment” review round is conducted prior to the ac-
tual code review session to identify maintainability
issues [8]. This can be an excellent point at which
non-programmers can contribute to code review by
identifying nitpicks that they can so that program-
ming experts can focus on more complex issues in
code. Organizations with cross-functional teams
can utilize their existing human resources more ef-
fectively in the code review process and improve the
programming productivity of expert programmers
by reducing the workload imposed on them by code
review. Another possibility is to crowd-source these
tasks as micro-jobs.

As the first step to study the feasibility of having
non-programmers perform some elements of code
review, we created a non-programmer-centric con-
cerns classification, “Detection Expertise”. The
categorization was done according to the criteria
defined in table 5.3.4. In creating the categories
for this classification we considered 1) whether a
non-programmer can detect the concern or pro-
gramming expertise (i.e. domain and technologi-
cal expertise acquired by a programmer over time)
is required, and 2) whether providing the non-
programmer instructions on what to detect is suffi-
cient or training on concepts related to the concern
is required. Additionally, while verifying this clas-
sification in the future studies, we will also have to
consider whether the original source code and re-

view instructions can be used for review or modified
representations of the source code and modified in-
structions understandable by non-programmers are
more appropriate to get the task done effectively by
the non-programmers.
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Figure 7: High-level categorization of concerns - Detection
Expertise

To classify, each code review comment and the
associated code were studied by the first author to
understand the nature of the concern: whether pro-
gramming expertise is a prerequisite and whether
concept-training is required to detect the presence
of the concern. Once the first author had completed
this classification, the other two authors categorized
15 randomly selected comments from the sample.
A Fleiss Kappa value of 0.624 implying a substan-
tial agreement was obtained among the 3 authors.
Obtaining a perfect agreement is difficult for this
kind of categorization where the authors had to de-
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pend on their subjective understanding about the
concerns reported in the classified comments. How-
ever, following this categorization, the authors had
a discussion where they reached a consensus. Based
on this, the first author re-categorized all comments
one last time. The examples given below explain
the 3 categories in this classification further.

The detection of concerns related to the logic of
a program requires the ability to read and under-
stand the code, thus, should be categorized under
“Programming Expertise”.

A missing Javadoc (documentation comment) on
a method can be detected by a person who can
identify method blocks. This does not require the
code to be understood, rather training on identi-
fying method blocks based on the indentation and
the placement of curly brackets. Thus, the concern
“missing documentation” should be categorized un-
der the “No Expertise with Training” category.

To detect the code lines longer than 80 charac-
ters, the reviewer does not need to read and un-
derstand the code i.e. requires no programming ex-
pertise and does not have any complex concepts to
learn i.e. requires no training. The reviewer simply
has to identify the text lines longer than 80 charac-
ters in the code file. Thus, “long code line” should
be categorized under the “No Expertise” category.

Fig.7 depicts the distribution of concerns in each
expertise level. The complete classification is avail-
able online [69].

Programming expertise category with the
most number of concerns in the sample (240/417
concerns, 57%) contained 12 concern groups
(Fig.7.c). Logic and Functionality (59/240, 25%)
included the most number of concerns. This cate-
gory is the only instance that Logic and function-
ality, Performance, and Test cases groups can be
observed. This is because they are the most com-
plex aspects of programming and thus they need
programming expertise to detect. Naturally, the
majority of concerns that require expertise to iden-
tify could not be detected automatically either, due
to their “inherently manual to assess” nature.

No programming expertise with training
category (103/417 concerns, 25%) (Fig.7.b) con-
tained 10 concern groups of which the majority was
Appearance-related (28/103, 27%). The manually
detected concern types that belong to this category
are 3.8% of the sample (16/417 concerns) which is
another promising cost reduction opportunity be-
cause they can be detected with no programming
expertise and with non-extensive concept training.

No programming expertise category (74/417
concerns, 18%) contained 5 concern groups. The
majority of concerns were Appearance-related
(33/74, 45%)(Fig.7.a). The most effective code re-
view cost reduction opportunity here is in the man-
ually detected concerns because their detection can-
not be automated accurately and therefore human
involvement is required. 1.7% (7/417 concerns) of
the concerns in the sample are manually detected
and require no programming expertise to detect. If
a person with no expertise (i.e a less expensive hu-
man resource) can detect those concerns, the overall
code review cost can be effectively reduced.

There is also another 37% (154/417 concerns)
concerns in the sample that belong to the last two
categories explained above and are also automati-
cally detected concerns. For organizations that pre-
fer manual code review, this is a significant oppor-
tunity to reduce the cost of their code review pro-
cess by utilizing less expensive human resources.

Thus, we estimate that in total 42.5% of the con-
cerns in our sample could be identified by some-
one without programming expertise, which could
enable another avenue for cost savings in software
code review. Programmers will agree that the con-
cerns in this group are mostly “nitpicks”. A study
conducted at Microsoft implies that reviewers tend
to miss more complex issues in code due to these
nitpicks [8]. Another study has shown that fixing
soft maintenance issues lowers the cost of future
changes [23]. Therefore, nitpicks are important to
be discovered. Also, they do carry a certain iden-
tification cost. However, this cost is unknown. Fu-
ture studies should examine the cost of identifying
such concerns to see whether they are worth being
delegated to non-programmers. Future studies also
should validate this classification.

5.4. A Comparison of Classifications

Code review defect classifications existing today
are the products of an evolutionary process of re-
searchers attempting to make classifications more
informative and more inclusive of the many pos-
sible code review defect types. Most of these
classifications either adapt a previous classification
or integrate a previous classification. For exam-
ple, the Panichella and Zaugg classification [27]
published recently integrates the Beller classifica-
tion [42] which in turn adapts the Mäntylä and
Lassenius classification [24]. We compared our clas-
sification to the most recent and most detailed ex-
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isting classification, Panichella and Zaugg classifi-
cation, also called CRAM [27].

Since our lowest level categories were more fine-
grained than CRAM, we grouped our concern types
under the lowest-level categories of the Panichella
and Zaugg classification (the details of this group-
ing is available in our supplementary material [69]).
Based on the definitions of the low-level categories
of CRAM, we found it difficult to fit 10.34% of our
concern types into their classification categories.
From the 15 concern groups in our classification 14
overlapped with the categories of CRAM. The re-
maining group, “Annotations” could not be placed
in CRAM because CRAM data set did not contain
any code review comments on code-related anno-
tations. However, according to Mäntylä classifica-
tion that CRAM is indirectly based on, “Annota-
tions” belongs in the “Language supported docu-
mentation” high-level category. The other concern
types for which we could not find matching CRAM
low-level categories are better implementation ex-
ists, inflexible logic, better observable type exists,
observable closed too early, unexpected logic and
functionality, unexpected sentinel value, and unex-
pected separator.

Conversely, CRAM contained some low-level cat-
egories that we did not include. We did not differ-
entiate, for example, “semantic duplication” and
“duplicate code” whereas in CRAM they were dif-
ferentiated. “Semantic dead code” and “Dead
code” were another example. CRAM did not dif-
ferentiate API Documentation-related changes and
Comment-related changes whereas we did. Also,
CRAM does not separate automatically detected
concerns from manually detected concerns.

Our classification was an attempt to cleanly sepa-
rate automatically detected concerns and manually
detected concerns. During the process we learnt
that this was not entirely possible. However, we
were able to minimize the number of concern types
that contained both automatically and manually
detected concerns to just 9 concern types out of 116
(8%). When concerns in CRAM are considered, 15
“detailed changes” out of 45 (33%) contain both au-
tomatically and manually detected concerns. Thus,
we have been able to improve the separation of
automatically and manually detected concerns fur-
ther.

The existing classification studies report a strik-
ing 75:25 ratio of evolvability to functional defects
or changes in industrial and OSS projects [24, 42].
Here, evolvability defects are the defects that af-

fect future development efforts instead of runtime
behavior. Functional defects are the defects that
affect runtime behavior. We also classified our con-
cern types as evolvability concerns and functional
concerns [69] and found a similar ratio of 74:26.
Thus, our study also supports their implication that
code review is superior to software testing as it not
only finds the same amount of functional defects as
testing but also identifies a large number of evolv-
ability (non-functional) defects. However, it should
be noted that in contrast to these other studies, we
did not categorize only true positives. Rather, we
considered all reported concerns in the sample that
represent the entire code review effort involved.

5.5. Threats to Validity

5.5.1. Construct Validity

Researcher bias: When a single person (pri-
mary author) is categorizing a large number of con-
cerns, it is difficult to completely eliminate the re-
searcher bias. To minimize the effect of researcher
bias, all categories were defined and the definitions
were discussed among the authors. During the cat-
egorization process, 10 concerns each in 5 rounds
were categorized by the other two authors and dis-
cussed among the three authors. The labels were
updated and moved during these sessions to better
represent the concern types. Once the categoriza-
tion was completed, 15 randomly selected concerns
from the classification were categorized by the other
two authors followed by a discussion. While creat-
ing the detection method categorization, in addi-
tion to defining the categories, 5 well-known defect
detection tools were studied to back up the concerns
that we categorized as “automatically detected”.
The concerns that existing tools could not detect
but obviously could be accurately and automati-
cally detected were thoroughly discussed among the
authors. To minimize the bias during data analysis,
we present the data to backup our discussion and
conclusions. Also, once the primary author had
completed the data analysis, the resulting impli-
cations and conclusions were discussed among the
authors.

Sampling bias: Sampling bias is a possibility in
any study that works with a sample from a popula-
tion. To minimize this bias, we performed random
sampling at the code review discussion level. Fur-
thermore, once the classification was completed, an-
other 5% concerns of the sample size were extracted
and categorized for saturation check which demon-
strated that the saturation may have reached.
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The sample sizes we used to check the saturation
and the reliability of our classification have a pos-
sibility of being insufficient for a thorough check.
However, we discovered the 75:25 evolvability to
functional concerns ratio that have been observed in
the previous code review defect classification stud-
ies [27, 42, 24]. This provides us some confidence
that the data we categorized is saturated and reli-
able.

5.5.2. External Validity

The data set selected for this study had been ex-
tracted from a popular code review tool Gerrit Code
Review and consists of 7 OSS Java projects. Thus,
the generalizability of our results towards closed-
source projects, OSS projects that are not consid-
ered in this study, and projects created in other pro-
gramming languages might be limited. However,
all of our categories overlap with the categories of
other existing classifications (see section 5.4) and
obtained the ratio of 75:25 evolvability to functional
defects similar to other studies [27, 42, 24]. Due
to these reasons, our results may be applicable to
many other scenarios. Future research can validate
this further.

Our sample size was 385 with 55 or more code re-
view comments extracted from each project. This
sample size maybe too small to identify rare and
highly project-specific concerns. However, we found
that 16% of our sample concerns required custom
rules to be detected. These may be highly project-
specific concerns and representative of such con-
cerns in the population. Future work can explore
project-specific concerns more by classifying larger
samples of code review comments.

6. Conclusion

We have presented a classification of concerns
identified in MCRs of 7 OSS Java projects [28]. We
extracted a sample of 417 code review comments,
and, using thematic analysis [29], we identified 116
concern types which we grouped into 15 groups.
Additionally, we categorized the concerns based on
the automatability of their detection.

The first RQ of this study was to identify
the types of concerns that were detected during
MCRs. We identified 116 concern types and 15 con-
cern groups. The API Documentation group had
the largest number of concerns (68/417 concerns,
16.3%). The Implementation group had the most

number of concern types (19/116 concern types,
16.4%). The least number of concerns were related
to Threads (1/417, 0.2%). The entire list of concern
types and concern groups are available in fig.5.

The second RQ was aimed at identifying the ex-
tent to which the concerns identified during MCR
could have been automatically detected accurately
using existing tools. The results suggested that this
was a substantial amount, 22% of concerns in the
sample. Additionally, 16% of concerns were not
supported by existing, popular tools but automat-
ing the detection of these concerns using custom
rules was possible. This is another opportunity for
further reducing the cost of code review.

Not all concerns require an expert to detect
them (see section 5.3.4). Using less expensive non-
programmers to conduct code review where possi-
ble could also improve the cost of code review. In
our sample, 42.5% concerns were categorized as de-
tectable by non-programmers with or without train-
ing.

There are concerns that can be partially auto-
matically detected using existing tools. This is an-
other cost reduction opportunity where the appli-
cation of defect detection tools could help with to
a certain extent.

As future work, we will explore the last two cost
reduction opportunities discussed above. We ex-
pect to answer the research question “Can non-
programmers contribute to code review?”. The ver-
ified classification may allow organizations to dis-
patch code review tasks to appropriate expertise-
levels and possibly use less expensive resources to
conduct code review tasks. Additionally, the extent
to which partial automation capabilities of existing
tools can help with code review tasks will be ex-
plored so that the use of automation and appropri-
ate expertise-level can work together to reduce the
code review cost effectively.
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